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NGS Mission

To define, maintain and provide 
access to the National Spatial 
Reference System (NSRS) to 
meet our Nation’s economic, 
social, and environmental needs.

NSRS



NSRS Modernization

What’s going to stay the same?

What’s going to be different?



National Spatial Reference System
A common and consistent geospatial framework to meet 
the economic, social, and environmental positioning needs 

of our Nation. 

Foundational elements include: • Latitude
• Longitude
• Height  
• Gravity
• Shoreline Position   

…how these change over 
time 
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Positional Components of 
the NSRS

Geometric
aka “Horizontal”

Latitude, Longitude, Ellipsoid Height

Geopotential
aka Orthometric Height

aka “Elevation”

NAD83

NAVD88



North American Datum 
of 1983

NAD83

will be replaced by



North American Terrestrial 
Reference Frame of 2022

NATRF2022

(pronounced: nat-ref)







• Existing, accepted terminology

– International TRF

– first realization of the ITRF was 1992

– NATRF2022 will be based on ITRF2020

• “Horizontal Datum” - misnomer for NAD83

Terrestrial Reference Frame?



Watch the grid!ITRF concept

Drift…

Epoch:



ITRF
Frame = constant
NA Plate = rotating

NATRF
Frame = rotating
NA Plate = constant



ITRF
Frame = constant
NA Plate = rotating

NATRF
Frame = rotating

(relative to ITRF)
NA Plate = constant

(relative to NATRF)



ITRF – constant frame, rotating plate



NATRF – rotating frame, constant with plate

“Plate-Fixed”



ITRF or NATRF – your choice, we’ll provide both



How?

CORS

Epochs/Time/4D



Continuously Operating Reference Station

RECEIVER

DATA STORAGE

POWER

COMMUNICATIONS

Terminology – Geodetic Control

CORS

GNSS ANTENNA

WVTA in Terra Alta



Passive Control
• All marks are passive—they sit there and hold a point

Terminology – Geodetic Control



Active Control
• Some marks have permanently installed antennas that 

enable continuously logged observations

Terminology – Geodetic Control

(they still sit there and hold a point)



Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS)

2000+ sites

200+ organizations



NOAA CORS Network (NCN)

2000+ sites

200+ organizations



NOAA CORS Network (NCN)



WVDOH CORS Network



Epoch
• eh-puck? ee-pock? … to-may-to, to-mah-to

• an instant of time

• astronomy & geodesy use a decimal date

– 2021.4762 = 23 June 2021 (@ ~7:15pm)

– doesn’t have to be!

– using epochs is important, not format

• It doesn’t have to be in decimal years… just start 
assigning dates to your data

Terminology – Time/4D



Conversion
– change the type of coordinate

– e.g. NAD83(2011) latitude & longitude→ NAD83(2011) SPCS

Transformation
– change the datum of coordinate

– e.g. NGVD29 height in feet → NAVD88 height in feet

– e.g. NAD 27 latitude & longitude → NAD 83(2011) latitude & longitude

Propagation
– change the epoch of coordinate

– e.g. NAPGD2022 epoch 2020.00 to NAPGD2022 epoch 2087.2570

– e.g. NATRF2022 epoch 2020.00 to NATRF2022 epoch 2023.243

Terminology - Changing Coordinates



Reference 

Epoch

Survey 

Epoch



Reference 

Epoch

Survey 

Epoch

Here above we’re looking at a

Transformation and Propagation



NGS Coordinate Conversion And 
Transformation Tool (NCAT)

https://geodesy.noaa.gov/NCAT/


NGS Coordinate Conversion And 
Transformation Tool (NCAT)

https://geodesy.noaa.gov/NCAT/


NCAT is available via web services



NCAT is available via web services

• Note that each operation is a 
separate service

Struggling?
Contact us.

We can help!



NCAT source code is on GitHub



NAVD88

NGVD29

• NCAT is a container for newest version of VERTCON
• It will be upgraded to include NAPGD2022

NAPGD2022t r a n s fo r m at i on

NGS Coordinate Conversion and 
Transformation Tool (NCAT) 

Please… don’t continue to use 
NGS VERTCON or USACE CorpsCon



SPCS2022
MAKING EARTH FLAT AGAIN

…ONE ZONE AT A TIME

I’ll be selling these bumper stickers 
at the next WVAGP conference ☺





Northings are still North
Eastings are still East



US Survey Foot
and 

International Foot

…or Feets Don’t Fail Me NowRIP
Paul 

Barrere



• Two versions of same unit in current use

– “New” international foot and “old” U.S. survey foot

– Intl. shorter than US by 2 ppm (0.01 ft per mile)

• What’s in a name?

– “U.S. survey” versus “international”

• Who is using U.S. survey feet?

– Surveyors exclusively

• Derivative products are then 

But this impacts everyone here.

The Issue at Hand…



• When does this matter?

–Not typically in lengths/distances

–Published planar coordinate systems

• Why? → large false eastings and northings

• Like what?

–SPCS and UTM are very popular and both
fall victim to mix-ups

• due to… the large false E/N in their zones

What’s impacted?



• 1,000,000.00 sft = 999,998.00 ift

• 10,000,000.00 sft = 9,999,980.00 ift

• 1,000.00 sft = 999.998 ift (can you measure that?)

• International → 1 ft = .3048 m

• US → 1 ft = .30480061 m (approx.)

2 parts per million (ppm)?



Remember…

–What’s the goal of NATRF2022?

• Give you the stability in positions that you expect

–That’s the point of Reference Epochs (REs)

• Like the different realizations/versions of NAD83

• REs will be published every 5 or 10 years

– you choose when you update

– in a perfect world, everyone would stay current



Preparing for NATRF2022

–Two factors will dictate your frequency of 
coordinate updates

1) Your accuracy needs

2) The region you work in → tectonic motion

– Do manholes need cm-level updates annually?

– We accommodate that… you choose

– Just because we’re chasing the millimeter… it doesn’t 
mean you need to.



Preparing

–Know the epoch of your data/datasets

• consider how you will track this

– full to-the-second timestamp on every feature?

– labeling a year for each dataset?

– something in-between that works for your needs?



Preparing

–Reprocessing your data

• in a perfect world, everyone would reprocess

– what does this mean?

» consider a hydro-enforced DEM

• start over with the raw flight data (GNSS/IMU)

• generate new point clouds

• recreate all the drainage features in new datum

– unrealistic! … and unnecessary for majority users



Preparing

–Transforming your data

• NCAT - NGS Coordinate Conversion and Transformation Tool

– available now: ASCII upload, Web Services, GitHub

– ask your software provider(s) about integration

» we envision this as most popular method of access

» Industry Workshop held May 2021

• Esri, Trimble, Blue Marble, etc… all the well known names attended



Educational 
Videos

<5 minutes

Online Lesson 
(via MetEd/COMET)

~1 hour

NGS homepage: geodesy.noaa.gov 



https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/ADVISORS/



https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/ADVISORS/

-use any major search engine: “NGS advisors”
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